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(Jazz Play Along). For use with all Bb, Eb, and C instruments, the JAZZ PLAY ALONG SERIES is

the ultimate learning tool for all jazz musicians. With musician-friendly lead sheets, melody cues,

and other split-track choices on the included CD, this first-of-its-kind package makes learning to play

jazz easier than ever before. FOR STUDY, each tune includes a split track with: * Melody cue with

proper style and inflection * Professional rhythm tracks * Choruses for soloing * Removable bass

part * Removable piano part. FOR PERFORMANCE, each tune also has: * An additional full stereo

accompaniment track (no melody) * Additional choruses for soloing. INCLUDES: Desafinado

(Slightly Out of Tune) * The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema) * Jazz 'N' Samba (So Danco

Samba) * How Insensitive (Insensatez) * Meditation (Meditacao) * Once I Loved (Amor Em Paz)

(Love in Peace) * One Note Samba (Samba De Uma Nota So) * Quiet Nights of Quiet Stars

(Corcovado) * Triste * Wave.
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This book is exactly what it claims to be. 10 tunes and 21 CD track (includin tuning notes). The book

is a fake book with all ten tunes, with no text. The book is in three parts, first a fake book with all

tunes for C-instruments, then for Bb instruments and then for Eb instruments. No lyrics.On the CD

each tune is recorded twice. The first recording (split track/melody) is with a solo instrument and

typically runs like this: First with a solo-instrument playing the tune once, then one repetition of the

backing without the solo instrument, so you may solo, and then the solo instrument returns for the



last repetition of the melody (no improvising). It is possible to remove bass or piano by turning down

volume on one of the channels, but I have had no need for it, and my stereo does not allow it. The

second recording (full stereo track) is the same backing, but with no solo-instrument.I found this a

perfect companion to learning these tunes.My main complain is: while the tempo is fine when I have

learned the tune and am familiar with the chords and arpeggios, it is too fast in the inital stage until I

become familiar with the tune. I solved this problem by ripping the CD and using software to reduce

the tempo without altering the pitch and use a 20% slower version in the beginning. I would have

preferred the first track to be slower, but those who want to use that track for practicing comping

may have other preferences. The first track is also intended as a "learning tool for melody style and

inflection". I'd prefer a version closer to the written melody and later use my favorite recodings for

ideas about style and inflection, but that is also a matter of taste.I use these books a lot and love

them (I own vol 27 too). Excellent value for the money, highly recommended.

I purchased this book / CD combination, and I must say that Hal Leonard has done it again. The CD

played through a theatrical sound system or keyboard amp provides an excellent background for

practicing jazz improvisation. Book has all songs in keys C, Bb, Eb and Bass clef, so one can play

any common band instrument with it. I've used my Bb clarinet; soprano, alto, tenor and baritone

saxophones with it. Through a good sound system with ample volume, it's like playing with a live

band.I like it because one can practice the whole spectrum of instruments. The CD has 2 tracks for

each song, one with an instrument (varies from alto, tenor and trumpet/flugel horn), the other as

minus one (no melody). There are no sample rides provided, you are one your own.About the only

thing that might detract from using the background live is the spoken one-two-three-four voice intro,

although I think except for the most stringent perfectionist, one could squeak by.The books has all

the chords as well, which helps the improvisationalist follow along.I recommend this book to anyone

who seriously wants to study Carlos Jobim's music, as it has the popular Bossa Nova standards on

it.

This is a well done collection of 10 Jobim compositions, with transcriptions in four different keys.

Typography is good. Pagination is good. Accompaniment is fairly plain but not dorky. It is what it

should be. Exciting? No. It's up to you to provide the excitement and emotion.

I love these arrangements. They're tough, and will require soloists to have a few years under their

belts before doing them justice. In my case, some of the key signatures for E-flat alto sax are a



challenge, with some of the charts in five or six sharps; not all that unusual when playing with

guitar-driven arrangements, but good practice. All the arrangements include choruses for

improvisation. All in all, a lot of fun. On the CD, the final track is a tuning pitch. And the vocal

count-off at the beginning of every track is a little annoying. Perhaps clicks or rimshots would have

been better.

I have been taking lessons from Larry Makenna a phillly legend and his lessons fall right in line with

the hamonies that are in these books. Love them Waiting for 2 more to arrive. I have around 10

books sofar. Love the Miles book and there is a begginer book called Maiden "Voyage from Jamie

Aebersol that I started with a few years ago. I get it ot periodiclay and have a great time as my

knowlege has increased and I can expand on the simple harmonies that are provided. Love the

bossa book as one of my favorites.

It has all his great songs and it comes with a great CD that you can play to. I bought this because I

am trying to acquaint myself with the harmonic elements of bossa nova compositions which are

unorthodox compared to traditional music theory. This book doesn't dumb the harmonies down and

the CD recordings allow improvisers to explore to their hearts' content.Minus one star because I

wish it were spiral-bound. I hate stapled music books. Of course I knew it wasn't spiral bound before

I bought it, so it's not their fault.
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